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Overview
ODOT held a public open house from 5-7 p.m. Wednesday, February 4, 2009 at the 
Tillamook Library. The purpose of the open house was to: 

� Share information about environmental existing conditions. 
� Share information about existing and future transportation conditions. 
� Gather input on the project’s problem statement and evaluation framework. 
� Share concepts forwarded from the TTRP and gather ideas for new concepts. 

The open house was advertised through an announcement on the project web site, and a 
newsletter mailed to all households in the Tillamook zip code.  More than 50 people 
attended. 

The meeting was an open house format where members of the public had the opportunity 
to discuss the project with staff members, review displays and complete a comment form. 
 
The following information was provided: 
� Project area zoning, land use, wetlands and parklands 
� Existing and future traffic volumes 
� Problem statement 
� Project goals and objectives 
� Concepts advanced and set-aside from the 2006 Tillamook Transportation Refinement 

Plan 
 

Comment Summary 
Attendees were invited to complete a written comment form. Twenty forms were 
completed.  

Problems at study area intersections 
The first question on the comment form asked respondents what they thought problems at 
the intersection of 1st Street and Main Avenue, 1st Street and Pacific Avenue, 3rd Street and 
Main Avenue, and 3rd Street and Pacific Avenue were. They were provided with a list of 
seven problems and asked to add any problems that were not captured in the list.  The most 
frequently mentioned problems included: 

� Traffic congestion (13 responses) 
� Pedestrian safety at crosswalks (13 responses) 



� Back up from one signal stopping traffic at adjacent signals (13 responses) 
� Safety and convenience of on-street parking (11 responses) 
� Safety for cars and trucks using Main Avenue, Pacific Avenue, 1st Street and 3rd Street 

(10 responses) 
� Confusing street system for tourists or newcomers (10 responses) 
� Narrow streets (10 responses) 

In addition to indicating which problems they thought were the worst, respondents were 
asked to identify other problems. Many of the respondents wrote about on-street parking 
reducing visibility and narrowing the roads. A few respondents suggested taking away 
parking on one or both sides of the main roads through downtown. One respondent 
suggested that sight distance deficiencies caused cars to pull into crosswalks to see 
oncoming traffic, and another respondent suggested that the narrowing and then expanding 
of lanes caused congestion and safety issues.  One respondent noted that traffic problems in 
downtown make it difficult for businesses to thrive. 

Goals
The Stakeholder Advisory Committee proposed the following five goals for the project: 

Goal 1: Improve mobility in downtown Tillamook for all users including cars, trucks, 
bicyclists and pedestrians 

Goal 2: Provide for improved safety for all users in the study area  

Goal 3: Support economic vitality in Tillamook and the coastal region  

Goal 4: Construct a project that is sensitive to the community and natural environment  

Goal 5: Provide for a cost-effective solution that can be implemented in phases 

Respondents were asked which goals were important to them.  

� Goal 2, safety (8 responses) 
� Goal 1, mobility (8 responses) 
� Goal 3: economic vitality (7 responses) 
� Goal 5, Cost-effective solution (5responses) 
� Goal 4: Sensitivity to the community and natural environment (3 responses) 
 
In addition to indicating the goals that were important to them, respondents were asked to 
provide additional goals they would like to see considered.  Suggestions included 
considering public transit mobility and safety, and considering short-term solutions that 
could contribute to a bigger project.  Both of these ideas are captured in the project’s 
objectives. Add public transportation mobility, safety and involvement (bus turnouts, etc) 

Concepts
Respondents were asked to review the concepts presented at the open house and suggest 
their own by drawing on a map on the back of the comment form. Nine people indicated 
that the set of concepts advanced is complete, and two respondents drew their own 
concepts on the back of the comment form.  These suggestions have been combined with the 



other ideas drawn at the open house and are documented in an attached spreadsheet of 
ideas generated at the open house. 

Other comments 
Respondents were asked to provide other comments. The comments collected are as 
follows: 

� Narrow the sidewalks or take parking off Main and Pacific – remove street trees and 
other impediments, provide and advocate for parking on the blocks on the streets 
parallel with Main and Pacific. Round corners at 12th and Stillwell and 101 and Beach – 
elevate front slightly to allow for better vision north (remove shrubs and figure out how 
to improve view there or over bridge railing). 

� Good luck. Challenging project, and lots of people to try to please. 
� Separate destination traffic, makes less interchange at one intersection. 
� Get timeline and estimate of cost.  
� The Hoquarten Bridge seems very necessary to solve the problem. I would like to see the 

streets returned to 2-way traffic. I am not in favor of roundabouts because I think they 
add to the confusion, especially for tourist traffic. 

� Do not study to death, keep it simple. 
� Give serious consideration to a bypass system. 
 




























